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Slimgot
240volt, 18.5watt LED suspended aluminium pendant with white trim finish
and prismatic diffuser.
Features:


wire suspensions with quick length adjustment clips and clear cable



integral electronic driver



IP20



85% efficiency



1200mm x 90mm x 25mm



max 2m suspension

Options available:


18.5watt, 3000k LED, 2440Lm



18.5watt, 4000k LED, 2600Lm



DALI dimmable versions



Slimgot 150: 23watt, 3000k/4000k, 1500mm long

ZEN
The multi-award winning ZEN spotlight is a fully customizable spotlight,
which stands out by the novelty of optional wooden panels on the swivel
part of the spotlight.
Zen is one of the smallest spotlights around, and in keeping with the
versatility of this spotlight, it offers off-track installation via surface or
recessed adapters and a customizable light beam, with reflectors easily
interchangeable between 16º, 24º and 42º without tools.
In addition, ZEN LED is offered in colour temperatures of 3000ºK and
4000ºK, and its design gives the spotlight an almost total mobility –
325º swivel and 270º tilt – allowing the light beam to be thrown in
virtually all directions from the point of installation.
And all that with high fidelity chromatic reproduction (CRI>80).
The excellent performance of ZEN LED comes largely from the unique
design of the new ZEN heat sink, cooling the LED and keeping it within
it’s optimum working range of temperature, helping to guarantee the
lifespan of the LED along with its highest durability.

Mirrorball pendant
240volt suspended spherical pendant
Features:


60watt E27



spherical glass shade with reflective chrome finish



chrome ceiling canopy



wire suspension with clear flex

Options available:


Ø 250mm



Ø 300mm



Ø 350mm
Available now in the online store

Dali
DALI (digital addressable lighting interface) is a 2-way communication
system that brings digital technology to lighting.
An international standard for communication, DALI allows individual
ballasts to “talk” to the user and allows the user to “talk” back via DALI
controllers, computers or building management systems.
It enables the easy management of lighting equipment (dimmers and
presence or daylight sensors), and the dimming or fading and individual
control capability enables considerable energy savings.
With the growth of LED, DALI has become more important than ever.
What you should know...

Check out the new items in our online clearance store this month.
With limited quantities available, our store offers great savings and all
pricing includes shipping within Australia.
Browse now

